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Foro Boca

The new home of the Boca del Río
Philharmonic Orchestra in Veracruz, Mexico
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of sound

A stunningly modern concert hall has
been created to provide a seafront
home for a new philharmonic orchestra
in Boca del Río, Mexico
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On a technical level, it was important to
take the climatic conditions of the location
into consideration, creating shelter from the
extremely harsh north winds that hit the area.
“We decided to protect the access and complete
the wave breaker to make the public space more
integrated,” adds Rojkind.
Foro Boca is the first concert hall Rojkind has
designed, although he sees similarities with his
practice’s work for the National Film Archive
and Film Institute of Mexico, completed in 2012,
which included screening rooms. The remit to
create open and inviting cultural spaces around
the architecture is one clear parallel.
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Multiple uses

Foro Boca’s auditorium is primarily designed for
the philharmonic orchestra’s concerts and can
accommodate an audience of 966. Dance,
theater and cinema are also possible
in the space. Rojkind worked
with Cemex to create
a special type of
concrete for the
internal
and
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he dramatic concrete structure
that seems to grow out of the
breakwater between river and sea
at the end of the Coastal Avenue
Vicente Fox in Boca del Río,
Veracruz, Mexico, started off as the dream of
the local mayor, Miguel Ángel Yunes Marquez.
In 2014, he had the idea to form a philharmonic
orchestra for the town – there had previously
been nothing like it – and commission a
magnificent concert hall where it could perform.
He also envisioned that this space could become
a cultural center for the wider populace,
rejuvenating its community in the process.
Rojkind Architects won the competition to
build a striking and modern facility – Foro Boca
or ‘Boca Forum’ in English – on the 5,410m2
(58,000ft2) site. “It was equally important to
create an amazing place for the musicians, create
a vibrant exterior life with plazas, and recover
the breakwater, which had deteriorated,” recalls
Michel Rojkind, principal architect. “The design
emerges from the concrete cubes that form the
wave breakers and changes in scale to slowly
transition from ocean to city, while the raw
concrete finish resonates with the chromatics
of its surroundings.”
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Right: The building has a raw
concrete finish
Left: The Sala Mester concert
hall seats 966 people
Center: Foro Boca is designed
to create shelter from the winds
Bottom left: The three-story lobby
Bottom center: The 150-seat
rehearsal hall
Below: Seats are upholstered
in gray to match the concrete

external
walls. The
distinctive pattern of
40cm (15.7in)-long wooden
planks – which play with 2cm
(0.8in) depth variations – was developed
iteratively through many mock-ups.
“This vibrant texture plays with the light and
location of the venue,” explains Rojkind. “The
reflective concrete panels on the inside of the
auditorium work along with the ‘wooden cloud’
placed above to maintain a crisp yet controlled
sound in the hall.”
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Acoustic shaping

The process of optimizing the sound in this space
was lengthy. “Every time we moved anything
inside the concert hall, we had to re-evaluate
the form shaping and its acoustics, but we were
collaborating with an amazing team,” says
Rojkind. Three sound consultants were involved
– Akustics, Auerbach Pollock Friedlander and
Seamonk. For the exterior, Rojkind says getting
some of the deeply cantilevered exterior access
points correct and making a connection to the
wave breaker nearby involved considerable back
and forth with structural engineer EMRSA.

There is also a secondary 150-spectator
rehearsal hall, designed for flexibility. “Having
the rehearsal hall as an independent space
opens up the possibility of having two or more
cultural events happening at the same time, with
independent access and exits,” says Rojkind.

Support structures

Beyond these two main interior spaces, the backof-house area primarily supports the orchestra’s
needs, with rehearsal rooms and a recording
studio. There are general changing rooms and
private ones for the directors and guest
performers, plus an office area and a musical
library. Within the public part of the building,
the halls are accessed via a three-story lobby with
staircases characterized by slatted wood
bannisters. The top floor has an outdoor terrace
overlooking the river and sea, with a cafeteria
and restaurant nearby.
A visual projection system enables those
outside to see and hear what’s happening in the
concert hall. “The idea was to implement exterior
video projections along with the audio for free
to passersby, so a new audience is growing and
learning,” Rojkind enthuses.
Although Foro Boca’s primary function is
as a concert hall, the brief expanded to make
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THE CONDUCTOR’S VIEW

With grand plans for a new concert hall and philharmonic
orchestra in place, one vital piece of the jigsaw was missing: a
star conductor and artistic director. “Three years ago, they flew
me down to convince me to take the job,” recalls Jorge Mester, who
was born in Mexico City and is based in Los Angeles, California.
“They already had an orchestra but needed a conductor. I was
shown the plans and mock-up, which I found to be amazingly
imaginative, and everything was well underway. I had no input
into the building’s design.”
Mester is delighted with the acoustics he has to play with.
“Despite the fact that lots of the walls are concrete, there is a lot
of wood in there too and the seat design was thought through
regarding sound absorption, so the acoustics are world class,”
he says. “There are some tweaks that could be instituted if we
knew how to manipulate the ‘cloud’ – which also contains the
lighting – above the stage. But even without such manipulation,
the orchestra sounds magnificent in there. It can be moved around,
but hasn’t happened yet. If it ain’t broke, don’t fix it.”
Mester, now 83, flies back and forth from LA to Vera Cruz every
couple of weeks for rehearsals and performances, so appreciates
having his own dressing room at Foro Boca. “Apparently only I can
use it,” he says. “That was a lovely gesture on the mayor’s part.”
He was also touched by the auditorium being named Sala
Mester (Mester Hall). “That’s an honor; usually I would have to be
dead or have contributed millions of dollars to get that privilege,”
he says, before concluding with a laugh, “Neither of those two
things have occurred.”
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the building and its surrounding plazas more
multipurpose, so they could accommodate
video installations, theater, lectures, electronic
performances, book readings and dance.
“The exterior plazas became an integral part
of the project,” says Rojkind. “The free music and
video projects make it a lively space at night, and
in the day the place comes alive with fishermen
and people exercising, from yoga classes to
cycling and running. We even get people taking
wedding photographs outside.”
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Cultural outreach

The inclusive feeling extends to an educational
outreach program called Orquestando Armonia,
intended to get the next generation involved.
“This is a particularly noble activity where
members of the orchestra teach every day in local
schools, and musical instruments are loaned to
local children of five, six, seven and eight years
old,” explains Jorge Mester, conductor and artistic
director of the Boca del Río Philharmonic
Orchestra. “These kids often live in terrible
conditions and have little else to do. The chamber
orchestra also plays in retirement homes and
hospitals. Foro Boca is a uniting force for the
population, under independent management.”

CAST LIST

Architects: Rojkind Arquitectos –
principal architect Michel Rojkind,
project manager Agustín Pereyra
Structural engineer: EMRSA
Acoustics consultants:
Akustics, Auerbach Pollock
Friedlander, Seamonk
Specialist engineering: Gralte
Lighting consultant: Artec3
Builder: Ingenieria y Desarrollo
Arquitectónico
Foro Boca opened in December 2017, and
Rojkind has been back to see how the building
works with its orchestra many times, and to
see other performers too. “I’ve really enjoyed
going to classical concerts there,” he says. “I was
fortunate enough to meet [US violinist] Joshua
Bell at the opening concert and he gave a very
nice compliment on the sound in the hall. It’s
also great to see the different uses of the place,
from movie projections and artists doing light
performances, to even a book fair that recently
took place inside.”
Clearly the dream of Foro Boca being a home
for music and much more has been fulfilled. n

